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Subject:

Results of Tree Risk Assessment in Northeast SPEA's

For:

Council

Recommendation:
That Council:
1. Authorizetheexpenditureof up to $650,000 from the Extreme Weather
Fund to complete the wind-firming treatments in the Northeast
Streamside Protection and Enhancement Areas ("SPEAS") including tree
removal, debris management and tree planting;
2. Authorize the City's consultant(s) to enter onto private properties in
Northeast Coquitlam as necessary to finalize outstanding Tree Risk
Assessments; and
3. Direct staff to bring forward an operating request for the 2017 budget
process to address the growing service needs in Urban Forestry.
Report Purpose:
The Northeast SPEATree Risk Assessment is well underway with only a small
number of private covenant areas not yet inspected. This report seeks
Council authorization to complete this important project. Staff proposes
that Council authorize the expenditure of funding required to implement
the recommendations in the Northeast Coquitlam SPEA Wind-throw Hazard
Assessment. Staff has also reviewed budget and resource capacity in Urban
Forestry services to determine the additional resources needed to meet the
sharp increases in demand in this area.
Strategic Goal:
The actions proposed in the report support the strategic goal of enhancing
the sustainability of City services and infrastructure.
Background:
A staff report-entitled, "Initiatives to Manage Trees within SPEAs in
Northeast Coquitlam" was received by Council at the May 30, 2016 Council
meeting (Attachment 1). This report outlined the challenges with the
stability of trees in these SPEAs and recommended actions for both
managing trees in existing SPEAs and options to consider for future SPEAs in
the Northeast. In response to this report Council directed staff to:
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1. Initiate the completion of a comprehensive Tree Risk Assessment ("IRA")
of forested Streamside Protection and Enhancement Areas ("SPEAs") in
Northeast Coquitlam utilizing the Parks operating budget, with an
estimated cost of $70,000;
2. Bring forward the completed IRA, along with a budget request for
funding to implement the IRA recommendations, including hazard tree
removal and compensatory tree planting; and
3. Investigate and prepare, for Council consideration and consultation with
the development industry, policy options and/or regulations for future
development applications, such as establishing a mandatory SPEA
maintenance period for developers before these lands may be
transferred to the City.
This report is intended to report back on the TRA initiatives noted in actions
1and 2 above. Staff has since hired a Consultant to complete the TRA. The
TRA process began in July and is nearly complete with only a small number
of private property covenant areas remaining to be assessed. In regards to
actions 3 above. Planning and Development staff, with assistance from
Parks, Recreation & Culture (the "PRC"), will begin work on the policy
options for future development applications this fall, and a future report will
be presented to Council.
Discussion/Analysis:
Results of the Tree Risk Assessment
The Consultant, B.A. Blackwell, was tasked with the assessment of all SPEA
areas outlined in Attachment 2 and found that the stability of each stand
did vary significantly based on a number of factors. The Consultant
conducted a TRA as part of their overall Windthrow Hazard Assessment
(WHA), which also involved an analysis of forest stand composition,
underlying soils and site conditions. There were several sites where a small
number of trees are recommended for removal while other sites will require
a significant number of tree removals to make the area windfirm.
Attachment 3 provides an excerpt of the preliminary report from the
Consultant, which is based on the completion of a sample of SPEAs as a basis
for projecting the potential scope of work and cost to manage hazardous
trees in existing SPEAs in Northeast Coquitlam. Rather than complete a full
inventory for all SPEAs, the City has recommended this method to obtain as
quickly as possible a reasonably reliable project scope, and a general
estimate of the overall project and cost. This will enable the City to expedite
the required hazard mitigation work in advance of the winter storm season.
To date, the Consultant has evaluated approximately one third of total SPEA
areas to be assessed. The areas assessed demonstrate the need for a high
level of intervention, noting that a majority of trees identified for removal
are western hemlock, which have shallow root systems and have a higher
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risk of wind throw, particular when located in steep ravine slopes, as root
systems tend to grow along the slope and do not form strong roots. In
summary, for the sample areas evaluated, the Consultant recommends for
the removal of 218 trees and "wildlifing" or "snagging" of another 8l trees.
The latter refers to the pruning and modification to a tree to eliminate its
potential hazard, while retaining it within the ecosystem. This sample result
(299 trees removed or converted to wildlife trees within a third of the study
area), once applied and projected to the entire inventory of the SPEA areas,
indicates that in the range of 900 trees will be impacted, with in excess of
600 hazard trees needing to be fully removed from City SPEAS.
The sample areas are only a guide, and the actual magnitude of hazard tree
management work will vary across the inventory as the Consultant works
through every part of the SPEA inventory. However, based on this projection,
the anticipated cost for all tree work, debris management and subsequent
tree planting to complete the required tree hazard mitigation the is likely to
be required will be in the range of $650,000. This cost includes the work
required both on City-owned parkland and privately owned SPEA covenant
areas.
Outstanding Covenant Assessments
The scope of the project includes all Northeast SPEAs wholly or partially
owned by the City as parkland. This includes the assessment of covenanted
portions of SPEAs located on private property. Staff approached all 188
private property owners affected to secure written permission to enter onto
their property to complete the Tree Risk Assessments. To date, the City has
received signed consent forms from 178 of these property owners. Due to
the interconnected nature of the SPEAs and the associated forests, it is
critical that all of these areas are assessed comprehensively by our
Consultant to develop a prescription for each SPEA that will optimize the
potential to create a windfirm forested area. While City staff have the
statutory authority to enter on to private property without the owners' or
occupiers' consent, external parties like the Consultant team do not have
the automatic right and must be specifically authorized to do so by Council.
Section 16 of the Community Charter authonzes Council to grant such
authority by resolution. To this end, staff recommends that Council resolve
to permit the City's Consultant, to enter on to the outstanding 10 properties
to complete the tree risk assessments.
Next Steps
Should Council direct staff to move to the implementation phase then the
project would move forward with completion of the TRA by early Fall, and
proceed to issuing a tender for the tree removal debris management and
tree planting by October 2016. Staff intend to complete the tree hazard
work, as well as debris management, by end of 2016, subject to weatherrelated delays.
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Public Communications
PRC staff has worked closely with Corporate Communications to spread the
word about the Northeast SPEATree Risk Assessment. These efforts
included letters to affected residents, FAQ webpage, information bulletins
and signage on roadsides and trailheads. Should Council approve the
expenditure to complete the work outlined in the Consultant's report, then
staff will move quickly into the next phase of the Communications Plan to
ensure residents of the Northeast are fully aware of the upcoming work and
why the work is required. Depending on the results of this process, staff will
determine the level of additional consultation required, which may include
more public notices and/or possibly an Open House, or even further
information updates to Council.
Urban Forestry Budget and Resources
As noted in the May 30, 2016 report to Council, resourcing and budget
pressures in the Urban Forestry area have risen sharply, and are anticipated
to remain high given increased development in the Northeast. The City has
already seen the annual number of requests for tree risk assessments climb
from 800 per year to 1,800 per year between 2011 and 2016. This is in sharp
contrast to the fact that the resources dedicated to these services have not
increased over the past 15 years. Although the implementation of
windfirming treatments in the Northeast SPEAs would help reduce demand
for tree risk assessment within these areas, staff advise that the staffing and
budget demands required to effectively undertake pro-active management
of trees in the growing inventory of SPEAs will continue to grow, and as such
additional operational resources in this area are needed. Staff therefore
proposes to bring forward a service enhancement request for the 2017
budget process for Council consideration to address the need for resources
and ensure effective management of public risks and appropriate response
times for these services.
Financial Implications:
The cost for the contract came in at $60,000, which was funded by the PRC
operating budget in accordance with Council's direction on May 30, 2016.
Based on sampling from SPEAS in Northeast Coquitlam for roughly one third
of the entire inventory, the Consultant has identified an estimate of
$650,000 for a contractor to complete the full scope of required tree hazard
mitigation work. Should Council direct staff to move forward to the
implementation phase then staff recommends that funding be immediately
allocated from the Extreme Weather Fund to enable this project to proceed.
This fund currently has a balance of $2 million, and is considered the
appropriate funding source as the proactive actions and initiatives in hazard
tree mitigation should reduce future extreme hazard and storm impacts in
relation to trees. Finally, staff also proposes to bring forward a service
enhancement request as part of the 2017 budget discussions for Council
consideration in order to address service needs for the growing demands in
Urban Forestry services.
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Conclusion:
The assessment work completed to date by the Consultant has identified the
need for substantial tree removal, debris management and tree planting in
order to establish the Northeast SPEAs as windfirm and ecologically
sustainable forest stands. Staff recommends that the Consultant's
recommendations be implemented and that the required funding, which is
expected to be in the range of $650,000, be allocated to this project from
the Extreme Weather Fund. This would mean significant visual changes in
some SPEAs, but these areas will be replanted and will become healthy,
windfirm riparian forests with high ecological value.
Staff also proposes that Council resolve to allow the Consultant's staff
access to the small number of outstanding properties to finalize the Tree
Risk Assessment portion of the project. Further work on possible policies to
managethe transfer of SPEAS by developers to the City in order to better
manage these assets will be completed and presented to Council in the
future. Finally, a service enhancement request will be brought forward by
staff as part of the 2017 budget process for Council consideration to ensure
the City has appropriate resources in order to enable proactive and timely
assessment and management of the City's SPEAs.

Raul Allueva, RPP
Attachments:
Attachment 1- May 30, 2016 Staff Report
Attachment 2 - City-Owned SPEAs in Northeast Coquitlam
Attachment 3 -Excerpt from the Northeast Coquitlam Preliminary
Windthrow Hazard Assessment (B.A. Blackwell)
This report was prepared by Lanny Englund, Urban Forestry and Park
Services Manager and Raul Allueva, General Manager of Parks Recreation
and Culture and reviewed by Kathleen Reinheimer, Manager Parks, Sheena
MacLeod, General Manager Financial Services, Wade Pierlot, Fire Chief and
Kathleen Vincent, Manager Corporate Communications.
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To:
From:

City Manager
General Manager Parks, Recreation & Culture

Subject:

Initiatives to Manage Trees within SPEAS in Northeast Coquitlam

For:

Council

Recommendation:
That Council direct staff to:
1. Initiate the completion of a comprehensive Tree Risk Assessment ("TRA") of
forested Streamside Protection and Enhancement Areas ("SPEAs") in
Northeast Coquitlam utilizing the Parks operating budget, with an
estimated cost of $70,000;
2. Bring forward the completed TRA, along with a budget request for funding
to implement the TRA recommendations, including hazard tree removal
and compensatory tree planting; and
3. Investigate and prepare, for Council consideration and consultation with
the developmerit industry, policy options and/or regulations for future
development applications, including establishing a mandatory SPEA
maintenance period for developers before these lands are transferred to
the City.
Report Purpose:
Staff proposes to undertake various actions to manage the tree inventory on
SPEAs in Northeast Coquitlam, including completion of a comprehensive TRA
using the existing Parks budget, and initiation of a review of best practices and
measures to better manage the transfer of ownership of SPEAs to the City.
Staff is also reviewing budget and resource capacity in Urban Forestry services
in order to meet sharp increases in demand in this area.
Strategic Goal:
The actions proposed in the report support the strategic goal of enhancing the
sustainability of City services and infrastructure.
Executive Summary:
Watercourse areas, and the adjacent natural corridors that form part of the
watercourse areas, are protected by Federal and Provincial statute, and often
are transferred to the City through development application approval as linear,
forested Streamside Protection and Enhancement Areas (SPEAs). Recent severe
weather events, including drought and winstorms, have highlighted the need
to review the condition of trees within the dynamic and changing
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environments within SPEAs, Recent evaluations of several SPEAs in the
Northeast confirm the need to re-establish a baseline inventory of conditions
in SPEAs throughout Northeast Coquitlam. The City has seen a marked
increase in requests from property owners adjacent to these SPEAs seeking risk
assessments of trees at unprecedented levels in response to tree failures and
changing conditions.
To respond to these new demands and conditions, staff will be immediately
undertaking a comprehensive TRA of existing SPEAs, as well as necessary
selective hazard tree mitigation, in Northeast Coquitlam, with the aim of
presenting the TRA to Council prior to the summer break for approval of the
required tree hazard mitigation and SPEA restoration work, including required
budget, to be completed prior to the storm season in late fall. Staff also seeks
to review policy and regulatory options to manage the transfer of ownership of
SPEAs to the City from developers, and to review budget and resource levels in
Urban Forestry activities based on the growing needs in this area.
Background:
The City has experienced tremendous growth in recent years and the vision for
Northeast Coquitlam is rapidly being realized, There are many watercourses in
this area of the City that are protected and often transferred to the City
through development application approval as linear, forested Streamside
Protection and Enhancement Areas (SPEAs). The SPEAs around these
watercourses are determined by Qualified Environmental Professionals (QEPs)
utilizing methods that meet the requirements of the Province of British
Columbia's Riparian Area Regulations (RAR) under the Provincial Fish
Protection Act. Developers in the Northeast have been hiring QEPs, submitting
the appropriate reports, retaining the specified SPEAs and mitigating the
hazardous trees that are identified at the time of development. One of the
measures that must be determined by a Qualified Environmental Professional
(QEP) as part of this process is the delineation of a wind firm edge for SPEAs,
which is effectively actions needed to ensure that the new forest edge is stable
based on the standards set by professionals involved. The intent of the wind
firm measure is to ensure that the SPEA will remain intact over time to sustain
the values of the SPEA and not be significantly degraded by loss of trees due to
wind throw.
Unfortunately, over the past year, a number of recent severe weather events,
including the 2015 drought and several frequent and significant windstorms,
have brought attention to the changing stability and evolving conditions in
SPEAs, and have resulted in a higher than usual number of tree failures. Th^se
tree failures have caused significant property damage and have put resident's
safety at risk. There are likely multiple factors at play, but the trend has been
significant to the point where there is a need for immediate action to proactively manage these changing conditions in order to effectively address
public risks. These actions should be targeted to three areas, as discussed
below: completion of a comprehensive re-assessment of existing northeast
SPEA trees through completion of a TRA; management of how SPEAs are
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transferred to the City by land developers; and re-evaluation of the need for
increased budget and staff resourcing to meet sharply increasing service
demands in Urban Forestry.
Discussion/Analysis:
Trees and Public Safety
,
Severe weather events in 2015 and the early part of 2016, including drought
and severe winds; have highlighted concerns with the stability of trees in the
retained SPEAs in the Northeast. As development in Northeast Coquitlam
continues to proceed, the inventory of newly created SPEAs and the associated
new forest edges continue to grow (Attachment l). Though there have been
some tree failures in these areas prior to 2015, the number rose sharply in the
last year. Within the last year 49 trees have failed from these areas onto
private property or onto public open spaces/roadways and 109 additional trees
were removed from these SPEAs to address hazards identified through followup tree risk assessments. There were three Cases in the last six months that
the City is aware of where these trees fell and struck homes from the Burke
Mountain Creek corridor alone. These cases were highly visible and the profile
of this issue was further heightened by the tragic case in Port Moody where a
tree failure resulted in a death. The public attention on this issue has resulted
in an elevated level of calls to the City from residents living next to SPEAs
requesting TRAs. In cases of drought, these corridors also may present fire risks
that may be exacerbated and heightened in the absence of the necessary
proactive management.
Transfer of Ownership of SPEAs to the City
As noted above, the City obtains the majority of properties within SPEAs as a
condition of development, as these lands are protected by statute due to their
environmental restrictions. The transfer of many of these SPEAs to the City in
many cases is desirable, as these may include adjacent public trails, and
otherwise possess natural, environmental, and aesthetic values that mandate
the City's ownership. However, Provincial RAR requirements are subject to
specific evaluation by OEPs, and these can vary over time as practices and
measures evolve, often under pressure by developers to minimize or reduce
riparian areas that limit developable lands. For example, what was previously a
30m setback requirement for developments under historical Provincial riparian
requirements has now evolved to a situation where a lOm setback is not
uncommon, where supported by measures in the SPEA that will, in the opinion
of environmental professionals, meet the regulatory requirements intended to
create a wind firm edge.

V
^ /

A key issue in this process is that, despite the efforts from regulatory staff and
OEPs to establish zoning and subdivision requirements, and establish and
adhere to measures to ensure remaining trees on SPEAs are wind firm, the
current process and resulting narrow SPEAs has resulted in increased pressure
on the remaining tree stands over time that often do not become apparent
until the site "settles" several years after the adjacent lands are developed.
The higher frequency of intense storms is also a factor over time. Once the
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land is developed, however, these adjacent SPEAs are often transferred to the
City, along with all of the responsibility and public liability to monitor and
maintain a safe tree stand.
SPEAs: A Dynamic Environment
The City currently has an inventory in the Northeast of 11,300 linear metres of
new forest edge adjacent to private lots or public roadways. SPEAs are
dynamic environments, and trees that may be stable today may become
unstable in a short time due to impacts from severe weather, naturally
changing conditions, and man-made activities. As trees come down in these
SPEA corridors the wind dynamics continue to change, further destabilizing
these areas and increasing public risk. There have been recent initiatives, as
noted below, that have brought greater focus for staff on the dynamics of the
tree environments within SPEAs, and the pro-active actions that are needed to
address these issues.
In one example, in early 2016, Urban Forestry staff worked with the owners of
a strata property in the Northeast adjacent to a SPEA along a creek as there
had been numerous tree failures over the previous six months. In this case, it
was necessary to work with the strata as a portion of the SPEA is owned by the
strata and the remainder by the City, which is not ah uncommon situation. A
consultant was hired to complete a TRA report to evaluate all of the trees,
p^rescribe necessary tree removal and pruning for any trees deemed to be a
high risk of failure, and to establish an appropriate restoration plan. The report
in this case called for the removal of 43 trees and the pruning of 39 additional
trees to stabilize the SPEA. The total cost for this one site including tree risk
assessment, tree removal and restoration is more than $20,000. These actions,
while necessary, significantly stretch resources and operating budgets that
have not been adjusted to meet the unpredictable reality of changing
conditions in SPEAs.
SPEAs on both Private and Public Land
A key complicating factor is the situation where a portion of the SPEA has been
retained as covenanted area on private single-family or multi-family lots, while
the adjacent remainder of the SPEA is owned by the City. Of the identified
11,300 linear metres of City SPEA forest edge identified, approximately 2,800
linear metres includes parallel areas of private SPEA. In such cases, it is not
effective to assess and mitigate for tree hazards in the parkland areas of these
SPEAs while ignoring the adjacent SPEA trees on private property. For this
reason, staff must assess all of the trees within the SPEAs and, where
hazardous trees are identified; these must be removed or pruned as prescribed
regardless of whether they are located on City property or private property.
Tree Risk Assessment Demands and Service Response Times
The growth of the City and the increasing demand from residents for tree risk
assessments on City-owned lands has stretched staff resources and increased
response times. The City employs one full-time staff person dedicated
primarily to tree risk assessments on City-owned trees for the past 15 years.
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which has generally allowed for good customer service and response times in
non-emergency situations of less than two weeks. With the rapid growth in
recent years and the subsequent increase in the City's inventory of forested
parkland, staff is seeing levels of requests for tree risk assessments that are
beyond our ability to respond quickly. The graph below indicates how the
number of these requests has grown from 2011 to 2016, which for 2016 shows
a projection for year-end, based on 679 tree risk assessment work orders
generated between January 1and May 13, 2016:

Number of Tree Risk Assessments
2000

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

'2016

As noted, this sharp increase in work volume has meant that the two-week
service standard is unachievable given existing resources. Staff anticipates
that this level of work demand will continue, given the increased need to proactively manage these SPEA corridors to manage public risk in light of future
development in the Northeast, such as the remaining sections of Smiling Creek
and future new developments in Partington Creek. As such, updated
resourcing and budget levels will need to be considered as part of the strategy
to manage trees in the Northeast.
Proposed Initiatives to Manage Trees in SPEAs
In order to effectively manage trees within SPEAs, staff proposes proceeding
with several key actions, including a comprehensive assessment of all
Northeast SPEAs, potential new strategy for the hand-off or transfer of
ownership of SPEAs from land developers to the City, and resource and budget
adjustments to meet the new levels of demand in Urban Forestry to manage
trees in SPEAs.
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Action 1: Comprehensive Northeast SPEA TRA (Immediate)
The first step recommended by staff is the completion of a comprehensive TRA
of ail of the Northeast SPEAs that have not been recently evaluated to assess
current conditions in light of recent storms and changing conditions, and
ensure public safety and long term stability of these areas. This evaluation will
proceed immediately and be contracted out to a qualified consultant with the
goal of completing a full inventory of all trees in SPEAs and adjacent covenant
areas, and determining what necessary tree removal and habitat restoration
and compensation is required in the latter phase of work. The TRA is
anticipated to cost in the range of $50,000 -$70,000, and wilj be funded
through the Parks operating budget, with the use of contingency funding
anticipated at year end as this is not currently budgeted for, as discussed in the
Financial Section of this report.
The Northeast SPEA TRA will be proceeding in the next two months, with the
goal of completing this as soon as possible to enable contracts for tree hazard
management to be completed in the summer months and enable tree pruning,
removal, and replanting to proceed and enable SPEAs to be wind firm prior to
the late fall storm season. To facilitate this schedule, staff will be reporting
back to Council before the summer with a summary of the work completed to
date, and a full budget request for the anticipated work based on either a
completed TRA or an anticipated project and budget scope based on detailed
sampling of typical SPEAs in the Northeast. Should the project be supported by
Council, the City should temporarily see a reduced number of calls from
residents in the Northeast requesting tree risk assessments for City-owned
trees near their homes as the work proceeds.
It is noted that, as the TRA and evaluation work proceeds, there may be cases
where tree hazards are identified that cannot be deferred until the completion
of the entire TRA. In these cases, immediate tree pruning or removal maybe
necessary to deal with hazardous situations as recommended by the
professional consultants. This reflects the on-going operational work of the
Urban Forestry staff, who will continue to use their Judgment in these cases to
address issues promptly when these are identified and mitigate public risk.
Action 2: Managing the Transfer of SPEAs to the City (Fall 2016)
A second important initiative is to manage how, and even if, SPEAs are
transferred to the City. In some cases, particularly on disconnected or
truncated SPEAs, the City does not accept the ownership of these lands and
instead requires that these remain in private hands under Restrictive
Covenants. However, in other instances, taking ownership of a SPEA makes
sense, but in these situations the transfer of this land by the developer should
not create significant and unreasonable costs to the City.
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To address these concerns, some municipalities have established a
maintenance responsibility to the land developer prior to the property being
handed-off to the City. This approach shifts the management responsibility
and cost of SPEAs to the developer of the adjacent land as a requirement of the
development approval process and pre-condition of the transfer of the SPEA to
the City. The developer is required to enter into maintenance and
management agreement for the SPEA for a period of time, say 5 years
following the completion of the development and transfer of the SPEA to the
City. This approach is typically enabled by Council policy, and would be secured
for performance through posting of a financial bond- If necessary, staff could
draw on these funds to pay for any maintenance or repair not completed by
the developer, thereby relieving the City of any financial burden resulting from
site development.
Staff is completing a municipal scan to determine best practices associated
with SPEA maintenance securities in municipalities with similar challenges and
conditions. Once this background research is complete a separate update,
including a potential policy approach and implementation plan, will be
brought forward to Council with recommendations later this fall. If supported
at that time by Council, staff expects to consult with the development industry
prior to finalizing any new development conditions.
Action 3: Urban Forestry Budget and Resources (Fall for 2017 Budget)
As noted above, resourcing and budget pressures in the Urban Forestry area
have risen sharply, and are anticipated to remain high given increased
development in the Northeast. While the two initiatives noted above, the
comprehensive Northeast SPEA TRA and implementation of a 5-year
maintenance period for SPEAs transferred to the City, will both assist in
mitigating current unprecedented resource demands in this area, the benefits
of these actions will take time to realize. Staff believes that the staffing and
budget demands required to effectively undertake pro-active management of
trees in SPEAs will continue to grow, and as such additional operational
resources in this area will be needed in the future. Staff therefore intends to
prepare a service enhancement request for the 2017 budget process for
Council consideration to address the need for resources and ensure
appropriate response times for these services.
Next Steps
Staff recommend proceeding with the Northeast SPEA TRA, the tree risk
assessment and mitigation work on existing Northeast SPEAs described above,
then staff would take the following steps to complete this project.
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Project Action/Phase
Secure consultantand proceed with TRA to enable budget and overall project
scope to be completed
Report to Council to obtain approval of overall TRA project scope and budget
(tree cutting, pruning, and restoration planting) likely based on Sampling of
SPEA areas
Public Communication of Tree Management in the Northeast
TRA completed
TRA contract tendered
Tree risk mitigation activities (hazard tree removal and pruning)
Tree planting and restoration

Proposed Timeline
(2016)
June / July
July

May-July
July
August
August-September
October-November

As noted above, the goal would be to have all the tree removal and pruning
work completed by October to avoid the historic storm season, with all of the
necessary restoration and tree re-planting complete by the end of November.
Public Communications
This project will be highly visible and will necessarily involve land owners
adjacent to SPEAs, so this initiative will require the involvement of Corporate
Communications to develop a communications plan to carefully manage the
preliminary and ongoing information on the status of actions related to this
project. Staff in PRC will be working with staff in Corporate Communications
through the next couple of months, prior to the anticipated tree risk mitigation
activities taking place in August-September to ensure information is made
available through the normal media and communication channels.
Financialimpllcatlons:
staff intends to move forward with the proposed comprehensive IRA, as well
as any selective hazard tree mitigation work that may be needed as identified
in this process, with funding from the Parks operating budget. Staff is
highlighting for Council that the operating budget did not anticipate this work,
therefore it willlikely need to be supplemented at year end. The anticipated
cost of completing the TRA is in the range of $50,000 - $70,000. Although the
TRA may take several months to complete in order to ensure that tree hazard
mitigation takes place by late fall, staff will bring forward a budget request
and project scope in July for the anticipated tree mitigation and restoration
work, likely based on sampling of typical SPEA areas that can provide a
reasonable estimate of total projected work and costing. This will enable the
work to be tendered in the summer and proceed by late fall.
Based on staff's work to date and sampling of tree volumes and conditions in
SPEAs in Northeast Coquitlam, follow up work related to tree hazard
mitigation (tree removal, pruning, and SPEA restoration) on the scale
anticipated could be in the range of $400,000 - $600,000. The total project cost
will need to be confirmed as work on the TRA proceeds and ultimately when
staff have completed the assessments and can go to the market with the full
File #:12-6300-20/TP01/20l6-l Doc#: 2237004.V2
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extent of the required tree mitigation work necessary to make these SPEAs
wind firm and complete required re-planting and SPEA restoration. Staff will
provide Council additional information on this in July as the TRA proceeds.
Finally, staff anticipate bringing forward a service enhancement request as
part of the 2017 budget discussions for Council consideration in order to
address service needs for the growing demands in the Urban Forestry section.
Conclusion:
The management of trees in Northeast SPEAs is an emerging issue that has
significant public safety and liability implications, and requires a number of
immediate actions and strategies. The regulatory process by which SPEA
properties are transferred to City ownership continues to place pressure on the
long-term management of trees, and changing environmental conditions and
recent drought and storm events continue to alter the dynamic environments
that support tree inventories. Residents are calling to request risk assessments
of trees in these SPEAs at unprecedented levels in response to tree failures and
as these issues are highly public. Recent evaluations of several SPEAs in the
Northeast confirm the shifting conditions in SPEAs, and demonstrate the need
to re-establish a baseline inventory of conditions in SPEAs throughout
Northeast Coquitlam to properly manage potential tree failures and fire risk.
In response to the new demands on the system, staff propose to undertake a
comprehensive TRA of existing SPEAs, as well as necessary selective hazard
tree mitigation, in Northeast Coquitlam utilizing the Parks operating budget,
which likely will require supplementary funding at year end as this work is not
budged for. Staff intend to present the results of the TRA to Council prior to
the summer break for approval of the project scope (full Northeast SPEA tree
hazard mitigation and SPEA restoration), to be completed prior to the storm
season in late fall. Staff will also bring forward to Council other
recommendations to manage the ownership transfer of SPEAs to the City from
developers, and to adjust budget and resource levels in Urban Forestry
activities based on the emerging needs in this area.

Raul Allueva, RPP
Attachment 1: Slide Presentation on Trees in City-Owned SPEAs in Northeast Coquitlam
This report was prepared by Lanny Englund, Urban Forestry and Park Services Manager
and Raul Allueva, General Manager of Parks Recreation and Culture, with input from Julia
Healy, Planning Technician, and reviewed by Kathleen Reinheimer, Manager Parks, Sheena
MacLeod, General Manager Financial Services, Jim Mclntyre, General Manager Planning
and Development Department, Wade Pierlot, Fire Chief, and Kathleen Vincent, Manager
Corporate Communications.
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City-Owned SPEAs in Northeast Coquitlam

Northeast SPEAs

11,300 linear metres of new
forest edge
2,800 linear metres adjacent
private SPEA

CoQuitlam

Northeast SPEAs
• SPEAs are protected by Federal and Provincial Statutes, and regulated
under the Riparian Areas Regulations (RAR), which are Incorporated Into
the City's Zoning Bylaw
• SPEAs are not developable, and are usuallytransferredtotheCltyasa
condition of development following evaluation by qualified professionals
to ensure SPEAs are wind firm
Recent drought and severe wind storms has highlighted the need to re
evaluate the condition of trees In SPEAs to manage potential risks
Sharp Increases In resource Impacts on Urban Forestry services are being
experienced, and need to be evaluated
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